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Designer Series Shower Pan Extends Showers’ Elegant Design 
Shower pan features a low profile and high-end appearance in a water-tight envelope 

 
 
Caldwell, Idaho – Best Bath Systems, 

a leading manufacturer of showers 

and tubs, introduces its new 

Designer Series shower pan. 

Inspired by a residential contractor, 

the new shower pan comes with 

custom molded recesses to set tile, 

enabling the elegant aesthetic to 

flow from shower wall to floor. 

Featuring a linear trench drain, the 

pan enhances the shower’s clean 

and modern design. 

 

The pan’s linear trench drain provides an elegant design and safe access to the shower. In addition, 

the pan eliminates the worry of leaks and maintains a water-tight seal in the shower. Designed for 

easy installation, these shower pans come pre-leveled from the factory.  

 

Complete the shower’s high-end appearance by adding tile from 3/8 to 1/2 inches thick. Customers 

install the tile of their choosing making the shower their ultimate space. Because the tile is recessed  
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within the shower, the possibility for leaks is eliminated and there are no concerns about future 

water damage.  

 

Designer Series shower pans can be paired with Best Bath Designer Series shower walls or used 

with tile walls for an elegant design without the fear of future leaks.  When used with Best Bath 

shower walls, installation is fast and simple   

 

Best Bath offers five standards colors -- white, bone, biscuit, linen, and ivory – with custom colors 

available the design possibilities are unlimited.  The shower pans are backed by Best Bath’s 

industry leading 30-year warranty. 

 

For more information, visit www.BestBath.com.  

 
 
ABOUT BEST BATH SYSTEMS 
Founded in 1971, Best Bath Systems is dedicated to designing and manufacturing products that make 
bathrooms safe for people of all abilities. Today, Best Bath Systems is the leader of innovative walk- in 
showers and bathtubs for residential and commercial applications. Currently offering more than 400 shower 
configurations, Best Bath focuses on product design versatility to continually develop new bathing solutions. 
All showers and baths are manufactured in the United States and are backed by a comprehensive 30-year 
limited warranty. 
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